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SAIL HO!

A new sea song by the writers of the famous song, "Asleep in the Deep," "Sail Ho!" is especially fine for singers that like easy and brilliant numbers. Recommended by teachers everywhere.

I WANT A FILIPINO MAN.

Here's the best darky song of the year. By the writer of such laughable songs as "Get Your Money's Worth," and "I'm Living Easy," &c. "I Want a Filipino Man" is sung by such artists as Fay Templeton and Cissie Loftus.

Marchionesse.

A dainty number for students and lovers of melody is the "Marchionesse." By a young writer, who, in the composition of this piece, displays cleverness and a musician instinct.

The Voyagers.

One of the best sea songs written in many years. The music is by the composer of the famous "Salome," and is written in a vein that is genuinely artistic. "The Voyagers" is published for high or low voice.

GABIE.

An original darky song telling the glories of a darky when he has "Gable" (his razor) by his side. Written by the clever writer, Alb. H. Fitz, who is noted for his juvenile songs.

Have you ever been asked to play a Jig or Reel and owing to the fact that you were not taught music of this kind and you played only by note, you were not in a position to grant the request on account of not having the music with you?

Well, we have a book of 200 Jigs and Reels, containing all the old and many new ones. It is especially adapted for Violin or Violin and Piano, and in fact any other instrument.

PRICE, 50 CENTS.

ASK FOR

HARDING'S JIGS AND REELS.
WHISTLING RUFUS.
OR
The One Man Band.

March tempo.

Copyright 1899, by F.A.Mills; 45 W. 29th St. N.Y.
English Copyright secured.
Down in de south whar de sly ole possum Hides in de sycamore tree
Miles he would tramp to a ball or party In rainy weather or fine

Dar lived a coon name o' Rufe Blossom Black as a negro could be
When he arrived he was welcomed hearty Out came the chicken and wine

Rufe had a head like a big sledge hammer Mouth like a terrible scar But
When he was froo wid de wine an' chicken He'd play an' whistle so grand You'd

nuthin' could touch him in Al-a-bam-a when he played on his old guitar,
think dat de angels on harps was pick-in' and they called him the One Man Band.
Don't make no blunder You couldn't lose him A perfect wonder They had to choose him A great musician Of high position Was Whist'ling Rufus the One Man Band Don't make no Band
Kerry Mill's Compositions


These compositions are by far the most popular of their kind ever written, and can be procured for every known instrumental combination. Boston Boylston Building. For sale wherever music is sold. Chicago Central Music Hall Bldg. 48 West 29th St. New York.
SALOME.

The world-wide favorite, "Salome," is really one of the most fascinating compositions extant. Wm. Loraine is noted for his quaintness of style. "Salome," "Sultan March" and "Omar" are his best compositions.

SUPPOSING.

A gem of a song by Kerry Mills, the famous writer of Cake Walks. Versatility is shown in every bar of this song, and it is positively beautiful in melody.

NARCISSA.

An excerpt from a famous piano piece. "Narcissa" is one of America's best known compositions. Best suited for teaching purposes, and for one's own amusement.

I MISS YOU LIZE.

The sweetest and prettiest darkey love song ever written. Sung by the leading artists of vaudeville. By the writer of "Gabie," the original darkey song.

MAZURKA CAPRICE.

This "Mazurka Caprice" can also be had in an edition for concert performers. Very showy. By the composer of "Here's to the Rose!"

HO! BOYS, HO!


Send for our complete catalogue of publications for 1900. Beautifully bound and printed. Sent free.
These are the Days of "Kerry's" Dances

And the accompanying excerpt is from the latest composition by the man who originated the "Cake Walk" marches that are so popular at present. Kerry Mills' name is synonymous of success, his every composition having an unqualified popularity hitherto unknown in musical history. "Impecunious Davis" is the highly original title of Kerry Mills' New Cake Walk, and has already attained a popularity far exceeding the expectations of the publishers. Like the previous successes of Kerry Mills', "Impecunious Davis" can be had for every known instrumental combination.

SHE RESTS BY THE SUWANEE RIVER.

The "Fatal Rose of Red"

A genuine song novelty will be found in this number. Beyond a doubt this song touches the hearts of listeners in a manner that predicts for it an enormous success. Originality itself in its story and music, relating the love of a man which is destroyed by the interference of a rival. A story of two roses—which, by the choice of the fatal one of red—makes two lives unhappy and breaks another's heart.

"She Rests by the Suwanee River"

Is the name of the latest popular ballad of the day. This is the pretty song that you hear sung in vaudeville houses, and so charmingly illustrated with colored pictures. This ballad is undoubtedly one of the song successes of the period, and we safely predict a popularity for it that will be far and wide. Full of sentiment and telling a pathetic story of southern life that is appealing beyond expression.

WHERE THEY SELL MUSIC THEY SELL THESE.